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EDITOR'S NOTE:
This is the first in a two part series dealing with Richard F. Hugo, associate professor 
of English at the University of Montana, Missoula.
The first story deals with Hugo as a poet, the second with him as a teacher, emphasizing 
the success of one of his students, James P. Welch, a Blackfeet Indian who is soon to have 
his first volume of poetry published.
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RICHARD HUGO: NORTHWEST POET
by Rebecca Lee Yates 
UM Information Services
MISSOULA, Mont.---
You can t weep like them, can't pound the rail/ with love for this or any land..."
(From Docking at Palermo," Richard Hugo, reprinted from "Poetry Northwest.")
Richard F. Hugo may not feel an overwhelming "love for this or any land," but lands 
are definitely vital to his work as a poet.
Hugo, associate professor of English at the University of Montana, Missoula, is a man 
of environments--the lushness of the Pacific Northwest, the engulfing hugeness of Montana, 
the warmth and strangeness of Mediterranean countries--and the moods they solidify.
"My poems are landscape poems," Hugo said, "but the landscape is essentially one that's 
internal. Places are only used to start the poems. Ultimately the poems are psychological, 
private."
"Docking at Palermo" is the first poem in one of Hugo's most recent books, "Good luck 
in Cracked Italian," to be published this fall by the World Publishing Co.
The book, Hugo's third published volume of poetry, will be the first in a new poetry 
series by the New York firm, which also will publish Hugo's fourth book, "Lady in Kicking 
Horse Reservoir," approximately a year after the Italian book.
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The poet finished "Good Luck in Cracked Italian" after a 1967-68 stay in Italy on a 
Rockefeller Grant. He knew the Mediterranean country before, first as a bombardier pilot 
during World War II and then on a year's visit in 1963-64, the year before he came to UM.
Divided into four sections, the book describes visits to various parts of Italy.
"Where All Doors Open In," reminiscences of what Italy was like during the war and the 
author's reactions to the news of President Kennedy's assassination.
The second section, "Side Trips Back," deals with war, its causes and aftermaths.
"One poem about a bomber crash," Hugo said, "is the only poem I've ever written that contains 
violently obscene language."
The third section contains poems about Maratea, a town in southern Italy where Hugo 
spent most of his time. "From here the poems get progressively more introspective and 
personal," he said, ending with "Sailing from Naples," in the section entitled "Remote 
and Stone."
Born in Seattle, Wash., in 1923, Hugo received his bachelor's and master's degrees 
from the University of Washington, studying under the late American poet, Theodore Roethke. 
"He was without a doubt the best poetry writing teacher I've ever seen," Hugo said, "and 
probably the best that ever lived."
The Pacific Northwest has greatly influenced Hugo's poetry, especially that of his 
first two books, "A Run of Jacks," Minnesota Press, and "Death of the Kapowsin Tavern." 
Harcourt, Brace and World.
"My early language has been described by some critics as rich," Hugo said. "There is
I
a great richness of vegetation in the Northwest," he explained. "It's almost like a 
tropical area. No doubt those things that give impetus to my poems (lakes, streams, oceans, 
my early obsession with fish) all grew out of my earlier experiences."
Montana, Hugo said, provides him with a different landscape. "In the Pacific Northwest 
things are clogged, there's a limited visibility. Montana's panoramic.
In Montana," he continued, "you can see for long distances. It has changed my vision
• somewhat in the poems. I feel at home in Montana. Some of the people here have led harsh,
(demeaning lives that can lead to bitterness and despair. Existence can be hard.more
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"This produces an incredible sadness about Montana," Hugo continued. "I find a certain 
kind of sadness poetically attractive, because my vision of the world is essentially one 
of sadness."
The poems in the second half of "The Lady in Kicking Horse Reservoir" deal with those 
moods evoked by the Big Sky state.
"I’m often fascinated by what is ignored," he said. "So, I would be more apt to 
write about Philipsburg than a brand new motel.
"Usually the speaker in my poems is alone and has very little relationship with 
other persons. When he does have relationship with someone else, it is nearly always 
a dead person," he said, as in the title poem, "The Lady in Kicking Horse Reservoir."
Fortunately, the worlds of Richard Hugo are not being confined to the Northwest.
Besides his national publications, Hugo gives readings around the country, including cities 
of the Northwest, at the Guggenheim Museum in New York City and in Los Angeles, Calif.
Widely anthologized, his poems also have appeared in numerous magazines and 
quarterlies, including, "Trace," "Sage," "Poetry," "Quarterly Review of Literature," 
"Choice," "December," "Poetry Northwest," "The Kenyon Review," "Chicago Review," "Kayak," 
"Tri-Quarterly," "Massachusetts Review" and "Colorado State Review."
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DEGREES OF GRAY IN PHILIPSBURG 
by Richard Hugo
You might come here Sunday on a whim.
Say your life broke down. The last good kiss 
you had was years ago. You walk these streets 
laid out by the insane, past hotels 
that didn't last, bars that did, the tortured try 
of local drivers to accelerate their lives.
Only churches are kept up. The jail 
turned 70 this year. The only prisoner 
is always in, not knowing what he's done.
The principal supporting business now 
is rage. Hatred of the various grays 
the mountain sends, hatred of the mill,
The Silver Bill repeal, the best liked girls 
who leave each year for Butte. One good 
restaurant and bars can't wipe the boredom out.
The 1907 boom, eight going silver mines,
a dance floor built on springs--
all memory resolves itself in gaze,
in panoramic green you know the cattle eat
or two stacks high above the town,
two dead kilns, the huge mill in collapse
for fifty years that won't fall finally down.
Isn't this your life? That ancient kiss 
still burning out your eyes? Isn't this defeat 
so accurate, the church bell simply seems 
a pure announcement: ring and no one comes?
Don't empty houses ring? Are magnesium 
and scorn sufficient to support a town, 
not just Philipsburg, but towns 
of towering blondes, good jazz and booze 
the world will never let you have 
until the town you came from dies inside?
Say no to yourself. The old man, twenty 
when the jail was built, still laughs 
although his lips collapse. Someday soon, 
he says, I'll go to sleep and not wake up.
You tell him no. You're talking to yourself.
The car that brought you here still runs.
The money you buy lunch with,
no matter where it's mined, is silver
and the girl who serves you food
is slender and her red hair lights the wall.
(Reprinted with permission from 
"New American Review", No. 2, 1968, 
New York City.')
